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Abstract

A data driven variable length decoder chip is presented
which exploits the signal statistics of variable length codes
to reduce power. The approach uses fine grain lookup table
partitioning to reduce switched capacitance based on codeword frequency. The variable length decoder for MPEG-2
has been fabricated and consumes 530pW at 1.35V for a
video rate of 48M DCT samples/sec using a 0.6pm CMOS
technology. More than an order magnitude of power reduction is demonstrated without performance loss compared
to a conventional parallel decoding scheme with a single
lookup table.
I. INTRODUCTION
Variable length coding is a widely used technique in video
compression systems. It is often applied together with
other lossy image compression techniques t o further compress the data. The main idea of variable length coding
is to minimize the average codeword length by exploiting
the statistics of the data. Shorter codewords are assigned
to frequently occurring data while longer codewords are
assigned to infrequently occurring data. Therefore, minimum average codeword length and bit rate reduction can
be achieved.
Various approaches have been presented t o implement
high throughput variable length decoders. They can be
largely divided into the binary tree search method (decoding one bit per cycle [l])and the parallel method (decoding
multiple bits per cycle [2]). Further improvements based
on these methods have also been proposed [3] [4].However,
these variable length decoders were mainly aimed at high
throughput and power dissipation was not the main focus.
In this paper, we discuss a method for designing low power
variable length decoders for portable video systems. The
concepts are applied to a variable length decoder which
decodes all the variable length codes in the MPEG-2 standard.

tector and the lookup table. The VLC detector receives
the input variable length codes and generates an address
for the lookup table (LUT). To reduce additional circuit
overhead, address generation is implemented by aligning
the VLCs at a fixed position so that the lookup table uses
the VLC itself as the address. The lookup table receives
the address from the VLC detector and produces the corresponding output codeword and length. Both components
of the variable length decoder must be optimized to achieve
low power operation.

A

Pre-decoding

In most cases when the number of codewords in the table is large, there are some prefixes that are common to
the long variable length codes. By exploiting these common prefixes, the size of the lookup table can be reduced.
Several approaches have exploited this prefix pre-decoding
method to efficiently decode the variable length codes [5]
[SI. The basic idea of prefix pre-decoding is to group the
variable length codes by their common prefixes. With this
prefix pre-decoding method, the size of the lookup table
is reduced, because the prefixes are no longer redundant
in the lookup table. In addition, power dissipation can be
lowered since the switched capacitance is also reduced.

B. Non Uniform Table Partitionzng
The VLC lookup tables are often the most area and
power intensive blocks of a variable length decoder. The
average energy consumption per codeword in the lookup table can be modeled by the following equation, where Pew;
is the probability that codeword i will occur, E, is the energy required to decode the codeword i , and n is the total
number of codewords in the table.
n

Energy =

(1)

In conventional approaches the energy required to decode

11. Low POWER
ARCHITECTURE
The proposed variable length decoder (VLD) is based
on the parallel method 121. Since the parallel method
processes multiple bits per cycle, the VLD system clock
frequency can be reduced while achieving high throughput.
Hence, voltage scaling can be applied more effectively with
the parallel structure.
At a high level, the parallel VLD can be decomposed
into two components, the variable length code (VLC) de-

a variable length code does not vary much over the codeword probability (i.e., Ei M Constant, V i ) . This is because
the variable length code table is implemented in a single
lookup table and the whole table has to be charged and
discharged every cycle. The single lookup table method
does not exploit the fact that the short codewords are frequently occurring. Therefore, the average energy in Eq. 1
is dominated by codewords which have high probability of
occurrence.
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We have previously proposed a low power algorithm that
exploits the variable length codeword statistics, making the
energy to decode a codeword depend on the codeword probability [7]. Fig. 1 shows the basic algorithm for low power
variable length decoding. The main idea is to partition the
single lookup table into several variable size blocks with
respect to their energy consumption and frequency of occurrence. By having variable size blocks, the energy required to decode a codeword will vary depending on the
size of the partitioned block. Low power can be achieved
if the dominant term in Eq. 1 is made small (i.e., Ei with
high P,,i>.In our proposed approach, frequently occurring
codewords use small tables with less switched capacitance
and infrequent codewords use larger tables.
The flowchart of Fig. 1 works as follows: Given the codeword lookup table decomposed into several blocks, the VLC
from the VLC detector goes through a series of blocks looking for a match. If there is a match, the output word
will be produced and the next VLC will be processed, going through the same procedure. In case of a miss, the
matching process will continue until the codeword is fully
decoded. To achieve the maximum hit ratio, blocks are
ordered in order of descending probability. With this data
driven decoding process, Eq. 1 is modified as the follows.

Energy

+EM])
+ P T ~ ( E +HE~M I+ EM;?)+ . ..
n-I
+ Pr,(EHn + E M %+) Eoverhead(n)(2)

= P ~ I E H-tIPr2(Em

2=

1

where Pr, is the probability that block i is a hit (i.e., a
match was found in block i), n is the total number of de~ the energy dissipated by block i
composed blocks, E H is
when there is a hit and E M , is the energy when there is
a miss. E,,,,head(n) is the energy consumed by the circuit overhead introduced by the table partitioning, such as
conditional branches and clock generation which increases
with n. The average energy consumption is no longer a
constant value, but the sum of the energy consumption
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in the decomposed blocks weighed with the corresponding
probability. To achieve minimum average energy, the first
block must consume the least energy while having a high
hit ratio. The hit ratio can be improved by allocating more
codewords, but this will also increase the power dissipation.
Hence, an optimum solution must be found.
Fig. 2 illustrates an example of table partitioning for a
10 codeword table. The probability distribution of each
codeword occurrence is shown in Fig. 2(a). The average
energy when the table is decomposed into two blocks (i.e.
2-way partition) is shown in (b). As can be seen, there
is an optimum number of codewords that should be assigned to each block to achieve minimum energy. Another
issue that must be consiqered in the table partitioning is
the throughput. Each conditional branch that the VLC
goes through in the flow chart of Fig. 1 is in the critical
path. With this scheme, it would take n cycles to decode
a codeword in the nth block. In the two way partitioning
scheme shown in (b), although the energy consumption at
n = 0 and n = 10 is about the same, the throughput differs
by a factor of two. A fair comparison should account for
variation in throughput. Fig. 2(c) shows the energy for a
fixed throughput obtained by varying the supply voltage.
In Fig. 2(d), the graph shows the optimum number of partitions that should be used for minimum energy. It shows
the minimum energy for each partition with the overhead
energy considered. In this example, the optimum number
of partitioning is 3. The average energy consumption increases when the number of partitioning exceeds 4, when
the Eoverhead starts to become dominant.

C. Variable Length Code Detector Based Optimization
Unlike the decomposed lookup table which is accessed
according to their probability, the variable length code detector is operating on every cycle. From the result of prefix
pre-decoding and fine grain non-uniform table partitioning,
the lookup table is optimized to dissipate minimum power.
On the other hand, the VLC detector is still designed for
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the worst case input, which is for the case when the longest
VLC comes in. Since the variable length code or a prefix
has to be fully decoded in one lookup table operation in a
hit cycle, the output bit width of the barrel shifter must
be at least the size of the maximum length VLC or prefix. This is because the output of the barrel shifter is the
aligned VLC which acts as the address to the lookup table.
Hence, a large capacitance is switched in the VLC detector even when short variable length codes are input. TO
minimize the power consumption in the VLC detector, we
propose a method which exploits the signal statistics of the
input variable length codes. By breaking up the variable
length codeword into two or more parts, we can reduce the
size of the VLC detector and the power consumption.
Fig 3 illustrates an example of the reduced VLC detector architecture. Since the output bit width of the VLC
detector is only 8 while the maximum length VLC is 12,
VLCs of length greater than 8 is decoded in two cycles, in
blk-0 and blk-1. For example, if a VLC of 000001110011 is
input, the first 8 bits (00000111) are decoded in blk-0 and
then the rest (0011) is decoded in the next cycle in blk-1.
Using this scheme we have reduced the energy consumption in the VLC detector but decreased the throughput.'
An optimum size of the VLC detector can be determined
by the simulation results shown in Fig. 4. It shows the plot
of the energy consumption in the VLC detector as we vary
its size.
The codeword probability of the first 80 MPEG-2 DCT
variable length codes is plotted in Fig. 4(a). Graph in
Fig. 4(b) shows the energy consumption of the VLC detector as we increase its size (i.e., output bit width of the
VLC detector). Throughput is shown in the next graph,
where it can be seen that although the energy decreases
with smaller size of the VLC detector, the throughput also
decreases. To achieve the optimum performance, we look
at the energy consumption at same throughput in Fig. 4(d).
Minimum energy is achieved when the size of VLC detector
is 4 8. Although size = 4 shows a slight improvement,

-

l T h e average power consumption in the [,UT will decrease since
the long VLCs are split in two However, additional circuit overhead
i s introduced by decomposing the table. The L U T power reduction
is dominated by table partitloning and it IS neglected in this section.
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Fig. 4. Results of VLC Detector Based Table Partitioning

we choose size = 8 since a system with size = 4 has to run
almost at twice the frequency of a system with size = 8 to
achieve the same throughput.
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Fig. 5. Low Power Variable Length Decoder Architecture

D. Low Power Variable Length Decoder Architecture
The proposed low power VLD architecture is shown in
Fig. 5. The table partitioning and the VLC detector optimization is applied together with the prefix based decoding.
The first three blocks, LUT-0, LUT-1, and L U T 2 decode
the short codewords and prefixes. Blocks blk-0, blk-1 have
codewords without the prefixes. When a variable length
comes in, r e g 0 is latched and it is fed to LUT-0. If it is a
hit, then the corresponding output codeword is produced.
If it is a miss, the next block (i.e., LUT-1) is enabled. Most
of the time, only the first block will be enabled, resulting
in low energy consumption. The power is further reduced
by choosing static CMOS in implementing the lookup table
rather than a PLA. Although the area is larger than the
PLA, static CMOS has the advantage that its performance
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and power consumption are better at a low supply voltage.
111. EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

A chip has been fabricated and tested and the results are
plotted in Fig. 6 . The graph shows the probability and the
energy consumption of the decomposed tables based on the
MPEG-2 DCT table. Each codeword is numbered and represented on the horizontal axis. The solid line represents
the energy consumption of each block. It was obtained by
feeding in codewords of that particular block only. The energy correlation that may occur when the input bit stream
is composed of different blocks is neglected. As one can
see, the energy consumption increases as the probability of
a hit decreases. There are three big jumps in the energy
plot at n = 4,13,27, each indicating a miss. The energy
consumption of the block does not increase monotonically
due to the varying switching activities of each block. The
dotted line shows the average energy consumption of the
actual MPEG-2 DCT sequence.
Table I summarizes the test results of the low power
variable length decoder chip. The chip is implemented using 0.6pm CMOS process as shown in Fig. 7. The boxes
with ’B-’ indicate the VLC table as denoted in ISO/SEC
13818-2. The largest tables are B-14 and B-15 which are
the DCT AC coefficients. The measured power consumption for the DCT sequence was about 0.530 mW at 1.35V.
More than two orders of magnitude power reduction was
achieved compared to the result shown in [ 3 ] .

TABLE I
(‘HIP

Power
Area
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0.530mM.’ @ 1.35V
5.24mm2(c-ore).16.54mm2(full)

Fig. 7. Die Photo of VLD for MPEG-2 Decoder

IV. CONCLUSION

A low power variable length decoder has been presented.
Power reduction was achieved mainly by architecture level
optimizations, where we reduced the energy consumption
of the lookup table and the VLC detector. The lookup
table was decomposed into several variable size blocks by
exploiting the statistics of the variable length code. Optimization of the VLC detector significantly reduced the
average power of the VLD by lowering the offset power of
the overall system.
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